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Measuring Length

One consequence of time dilation (that the measurement of 
time is different for different observers) is that the 
measurement of length is different for different observers 
that are moving with respect to each other. 

Consider Bob and Alice again. They plan for Bob to pass by 
Alice, from right to left, at a speed of v. (From Bob’s 
perspective, he could also say that he’s at rest and Alice’s 
ship is passing by him from left to right at speed v.) When 
the front of Bob’s ship just reaches the front of Alice’s, a 
snapshot of the front clocks shows the following:
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Measuring Length, cont.

Alice notes the time TA1 on her clock when the front edges meet 
and the first snapshot is taken, and Bob does the same (TB1).
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When the rear of Bob’s ship reaches the front of Alice’s ship, 
another snapshot is taken, and Alice and Bob note the times 
again (TA2 and TB2, respectively).
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Measuring Length, cont.
The two snapshots:

Alice:

Bob:

Alice:
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Alice’s result for the length of Bob’s ship:
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But Bob protests that Alice’s measurement is incorrect. Why?
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Measuring Length, cont.
The two snapshots:

Alice:

Bob:

Alice:

Bob:

Alice’s result for the length of Bob’s ship:
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Bob’s result for the length of Bob’s ship:
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Measuring Length, cont.
The two snapshots:

Alice:

Bob:

Alice:

Bob:
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Why Bob’s protest? Because he sees Alice’s moving clock running 
slow. That is:

So to Bob, Alice’s calculated length is shorter than it should be.
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Measuring Length, cont.
The two snapshots:

Alice:

Bob:
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Bob:
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So is Bob right and Alice wrong? Alice responds, “No way, it’s 
Bob’s measurement that’s screwed up.” Why?? “Because Bob’s 
clocks aren’t synchronized!” (Recall that “leading clocks lag”: to 
Alice, Bob’s front clock lags behind Bob’s rear clock, and therefore 
Bob’s result for the length is too long.)
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Length Contraction

Thus we have the concept of length contraction. In short, 
measuring the length of a moving object gives a result that is 
shorter than when the object is at rest. More precisely:

But from time dilation we know:  

And therefore:

Remember that γ is always greater than 1. The length of an 
object when measured at rest is called its “proper length.” In 
motion, it’s measured length will be less. So in this case the 
proper length is the length that Bob measures. And Alice’s 
measurement gives a length less than the proper length.
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